


 OUR VISION

Conscious design is thoughtful, practical and enables us to tread
very lightly on our planet. We use products that have a positive
impact on wellbeing – which means non-toxic, eco-friendly and

pieces that are designed to last through generations. 
 

And through our extensive address book we do so without
compromising on style, comfort and amenity.

For us design isn’t just a look, 
it’s design with feeling. It’s conscious.



Our residential clients are looking for a deeper connection to their
home; one that reflects their story and nurtures their wellbeing.
With every design and renovation project, we draw on our
understanding of pure, non-toxic interior materials, colour
psychology and ancient wellness philosophies. We adorn with
unique, sustainable furnishings, and finish each room with
thoughtful, ethical design to create living spaces that elevate health
and happiness at home.
 

RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS



BUTTER HOUSE
Studio Mae transformed a white stucco mansion in
Notting Hill from two derelict flats into a light,
bright two-storey home with wellness at the core.

Flutted timber panels wrap around the bespoke
wardrobe & continue behind the vanity, creating an
incredibly calm and cocooning elevation.  

Solid oak handrail floats above a sweeping Deco
inspired staircase in one single, perfect curve. 

Notting Hill, London



The colour palette for the master bedroom is
soothing with warm woods, subdued taupe
paint and organic linen.

Studio Mae commissioned this exquisite
plasterwork to be handmade in Paris for all
wall panels and ceiling roses.

The living room portrays Studio Mae's design
intent, the perfect balance between beautiful
period detailing and modern furnishings.

BUTTER HOUSE
Notting Hill, London



CINNAMON HOUSE
With the idea that simplicity allows a space to breathe,
Studio Mae wanted to emulate the Hamptons coastal
vibe whilst still delivering a sophisticated, timeless and
warm home for the couple. 

Warm taupe pigment was chosen for the walls to
marry perfectly with the kitchen veneer. This
unified the space and made it feel larger. We
specified Ecolor paint which has zero toxins.

We took the idea of the 'butlers' sink but elevated
that by designing a bespoke farmhouse style sink
made from the same palazzo stone as the bench-
top. 

Manly, Sydney



The custom dining table was beautifully crafted
from stone that would have otherwise ended up in
landfill, making this limestone dining table
incredibly unique and sustainable.

With clever joinery and interior design to maintain
the simplicity and beautiful functionality, our
clients ended with more storage than they
needed. 

By tonally complementing larger furniture items
with the back palette, we created a gallery space
and stage where our clients could display their
artwork and pieces collected on their travels. 

CINNAMON HOUSE
Manly, Sydney



FLAX HOUSE
Mosman, Sydney

From concept to construction, Studio Mae worked
closely with this family of four to create a functional
space with a striking design statement. The style is
original, yet timeless; confident, but still calming. 

The  Portoro quartzite on the midnight island bench creates a bold contrast against the
serene backdrop of the kitchen.



The uninterrupted view from the entrance
draws the eye to the biophilic exterior, whilst the
perforated joinery encourages natural
ventilation and improved acoustics.

The warm wood veneer of the walk-in wardrobe
joinery flanks both sides of the master
bedroom, perfectly framing the original
Federation feature windows.

The handmade ceramic tiled fireplace and TV
surround provides textural interest and light to the
backdrop of the living room.

FLAX HOUSE
Mosman, Sydney



LINEN HOUSE
Manly, Sydney

The features of this turn of the century home were
highlighted, complemented and adorned in this relaxed
beachside family home. 

The native hardwood dining table designed  by
Studio Mae is the quiet hero of this home with its
smooth, curved lines.

The architectural arch is enhanced by the kitchen
rather than competing with it. Together, they are
symbiotic.



A natural palette creates the perfect canvas to
allow the family's treasures and artwork to sing.

The original fireplace is clad in limestone and
framed with smooth lines for architectural interest.

Crushed organic linen and curved travertine
nightstands cocoon in the bedroom.

LINEN HOUSE
Manly, Sydney



 
People return to places where every human sense has been
considered and catered for. The look and feel of your hotel room or
restaurant needs to hit the right notes on a conscious and
subconscious level. With thoughtful, psychological and natural
interior design, we evoke emotional responses that amplify
relaxation and enjoyment to another level. From the paint to the
beds, every element is chosen for its positive impact on the earth
and the wellbeing of your visitors.

 

HOSPITALITY PROJECTS



CIELE PLACE
Newcastle, Sydney

Studio Mae provided concept interior design for a 5
star hotel in Newcastle. The design is completely
unique, balancing a clean, almost futuristic design
with natural tones and shapes synonymous with
deep relaxation and ancient wellness principles.

Organic curved lines and concealed lighting are central to the suite's soft and comfortable
design. Every detail was carefully chosen to work holistically creating visual and acoustic
quietness.



This contemporary bathroom design echoes  the
building's brutalist architecture but introduces a
soothing spa experience with warm marble and
curvature. 

The robustness of the bespoke storage, open wardrobe and floating writing desk is
softened by the delicate legs, handles and rounded joinery behind. This creates a
blended, non-intrusive finish to the functional aspects of the room. 

CIELE PLACE
Newcastle, Sydney



WORKPLACE PROJECTS

 
Our work surroundings have a profound impact on productivity,
creativity, focus and wellbeing. We approach each commercial
project consciously to ensure the interior design enhances the
health of its people as well as the reputation of your brand. Our
expertise in colour, light, space-planning and acoustics results in
office design that allows each individual to work well, in comfort.
Our choice of materials and finishes tread lightly on the planet,
taking inspiration from nature without sacrificing it.

 



CHROMA PLACE
North Sydney

This co-working space was designed to work harmoniously with the
occupants and our planet. By implementing proven principles of light
and colour psychology, Studio Mae designed each work zone to foster
multiple work environments. From creativity and productivity to
collaboration and time out, furnishings and interiors were introduced to
enhance each activity and nurture the health of the individual. 

Soft but supportive furnishings and acoustic
treatments were paired with a nature-inspired
palette and contrasting textures to boost
collaboration without jarring visual distraction. 

Bespoke furniture gives each zone personality
whilst achieving optimum seating and set-up for
rest, creative thinking, focus or connection. Natural
elements and materials were carried throughout
for biophilic benefit. 



This stand-up meeting table is made locally
from recycled materials. Our designs go
beyond look and function; they tell a story and
make a positive difference to health and
environment. 

Colour psychology plays an important part in the design of workspaces. Here, we chose red tones in
the meeting room to inspire confidence, purpose and drive. The muted palette creates a safe but
energised space to encourage ideas and intent.

CHROMA PLACE
North Sydney



ECRU PLACE
North Sydney

The level one display suite was designed to create a
calm and focused work environment. By applying
warm, neutral tones and materials, a sophisticated yet
relaxed ambience was established.

As with all our projects, we reduce carbon
footprint by supporting and sourcing from local
suppliers. For this project, we furnished the entire
workspace with pieces from from local Australian
companies. This brings relevance and story to the
interior too. 

Studio Mae designed every aspect of this suite to
foster considered and meaningful conversation.
The textiles and palette are non-distracting but
high-end to convey a subtle sense of optimism
and success in the background. 



A boardroom with privacy and health in mind.  Lime-based paint, natural timber for
the table and organic linen drapery to hide cupboards, improve acoustics, reduces
toxins and prevents distraction. 

Studio Mae continuously explores the use of new
finishes to create a memorable style. In this breakout
space we used tile adhesive as a textural wallpaper for
interest and durability.

ECRU PLACE
North Sydney



"We both have crazy schedules and

there was NO WAY we could have

managed our renovation without

Studio Mae. From a complete interior

architecture redesign to the locks on

the door, every element of our home is

as functional as it is well-formed,

sustainably sourced and designed with

wellness in mind. Now, we live in the

most beautiful home we’ve ever

stepped foot in, thanks to Mima and

Liz. Thank you so much!"

GEORGIA & CHRIS
Notting Hill, London

"The team at Studio Mae brought our dream

space to life when we didn’t even really know

what that looked like at first. From the first

concept meeting, to their carefully curated

design options and ultimately the finished

product, each step was insightful, transparent

and exciting as we watched our vision transpire.

The team was professional and a true pleasure

to work with, and importantly were able to adapt

to our different ideas and budgets along the

way. Perhaps the most fulfilling part for us was

knowing each piece was being thoughtfully

selected with wellness and sustainability in

mind. We now have individual, bespoke pieces

with stories and character which has allowed us

to feel even happier in our home. We couldn’t

recommend their services enough."

LEXIE & STEVE
Manly , Syendey

"Working with Studio Mae has been nothing

short of an exceptional experience. The

attention to detail that Liz & Mima offer to a

project from the concept through to delivery sets

them apart from other Interior Architects. They

create spaces that consider how the client will

feel in the space, so it enhances their experience

and ultimately their lives. From woking together

in the brief and brainstorming ideas, they fully

understand the vision the client has but are also

not afraid to raise any concerns that could cause

complexities further down the track. Their

knowledge and the way in which they work with

such detail and perfection in their construction

drawings enabled the completion of our project

to flow smoothly across the extended team of

builders, electricians and plumbers.'

JOANNA
Mosman, Sydney

"Now, we live in the most
beautiful home we’ve ever
stepped foot in"

KIND WORDS


